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SPIN-POLARONS AND ItIGH-T¢ SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

R. F. Wood
Solid State Divlslon_ Oak Ridge Nat|onal Laboratory

Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6032

ABSTRACT

The spin-polmon concept is introduced in analogy to ionic aa_d electronic

polarons and the assumptions underlying the author's approach to spin-polaron

mediated high-To superconductivity are discussed. Elementary considerations

about the spin-polaron formation energy are reviewed and the possible origin

of the pairing mechanism illustrated schematically. The electronic structure

of the Cu02 planes is treated fl'om the standpoint of antiferromagnetic band

calculations that lead directly to the picture of holes predominantly on the oxygen

sublattice in a Mot t-Hubbard/charge transfer insulator. Assuming the holes to be

described in a Bloch representation but with the effective mass renormalized by

spin-polaron formation, equations for the superconducting gap, A, and transition

temperature, T¢, are developed and the symmetry of A discussed. After further

simplifications, Tc is calculated as a fl_nction of the carrier concentration, z. It

is shown that the calculated behavior of T¢(z) follows the experimental results

closely and leads to a natural explanation of the effects of under- m_d over-doping.

The paper concludes with a few return'ks about the evidence for the carriers being

fermions (polarons)or bosons (bipolarons).
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I. INTRODUCTION

A carrier (electron or hole) moving through an ionic lattice will induce

displacements of the ions and under certain conditions, the eaJ:rier plus ionic

displacements may form a good quasi-particle, i.e., the ionic polaron. 1 Silnilarly,

electronic polarons may form when the carriers induce polarization of localized or

quasi-localized electronic distributions. In an analagous manner, a spin polaron

is a spin 1/2 carrier moving in a magnetic medium accompanied by deviations

of localized ionic spins. An ionic bipolaron consists of two polaxons that move

through the lattice bound together on the same or nearby lattice sites. The

energy associated with the ionic disp]acements of the bound pa_ir is enough to

overcome the repulsive electrostatic energy. The possibility that ionic bipolarons

can lead to superconductivity has been discussed at length in the literature s and

many a_spects of this work will be reviewed at this meeting.

The question as to whether or not pairing of spin polarons might also

lead to superconductivity _ises and is of obvious relevance to the high-To

superconductors because of the long-range antiferromagnetic (AF) ordering of

the Cu spins in the CuO2 planes of the parent materials. While the introduction

of holes into the CuO2 planes by doping, nonstoichiometry, etc. destroys the

long-range AF ordering, short-range order persists and may serve as a basis

for superconducting pairing. The assumption that a strong component of k-

space pairing is involved leads to an approach like that developed by the author

and his co-workers. 3 On the other hand, the assumption that the spin polarons

(and accompanying lattice distortions) are tightly bound in real space to form

bosons leads to the approach studied extensively by Mort and co]laborat.ors 4 at

Cambridge. In this paper, the first approach is considered and some of the work

done on it discussed.
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The following assumptions form the basis for the present discussion: (1)

antiferromagnetic band calculations for the undoped materials yield a generalized

,X,lott-Hubbard (M-H) or charge-transfer insulator; (2) doping (e.g., by Sr in

La2__SrxCuO4) produces holes at the top of the M-H valence band; (3) the spins

of the holes polarize the localized spins on neighboring ions to form spin polm'ons,

thereby destroying the long-range AF ordering of the undoped crystal; (4) to a

first approximation the spin polaron states are given by AF band calculations,

but with the polaron effective mass; (5) pairing occurs because spin deviations

of the individual polarons interact antiferromagnetically to lower the energy.

Pairing occurs when holes are at restricted positions with respect to one another,

consistent with the short range order.

The first two assunlptions seem well established by experiment, while the last

three are controversial. Although the long-range AF order is indeed destroyed

by doping, and spin-polaron formation will cause this, other mechanisms may

operate and it is not at a]l clear how best to formulate the problem theoretically.

Likewise, it is not evident that a band description is appropriate if the spin

polarons do form or that an AF band calculation is an appropriate starting

point for a heavily doped material. Finally, although a potential spin-polaron

medic.ted pairing mechanism can be ide_ltified, a rigorous theoretical treatment

is exceedingly difficult. In view of these ]imitations, the approach here will often

be intuitive and schematic.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section, the spin-polaron

concept is reviewed and a simplified calculation of the formation energy is given.

Spin-polaron pairing in one- and two-dimensions is discussed schematically.

In Section III parameterized AF band calculations for the CuO planes are

illustrated, dispersion curves are given, and Fermi surfaces sketched. In Section

IV, equations for the superconducting gap, A, as_d the transition temperature,
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To, are set up and solved. The various symmetries of A that follow from the

treatmcnt are illustrated. Section V is devoted to discussions of some of the

results and in the final section a summary and some concluding observations on

the polaron/bipolaron question are made.

II. SPIN POLARONS

A brief ovcrview of the devclopment of the spin-polaron concept is of interest.

In 1951, Zcner 5 discussed a "double exchange" mechanism in which an effective

exchange interaction between two localized spins in a transition metal oxide is

mediated by an intervening O ion. It occurs because, in addition to configurations

in which the O 2p shell is closed to give O 2-, it is also necessary to include

configurations in which an electron from an O 2- ion is placed in a degenerate

d orbital on the transition metal site. A fcw years later (1955), Anderson and

Hasegawa 6 extended the work of Zener and demonstratcd that double exchange

is fundamentally different from the ordinary Si" SI Heisenberg-type exchange.

The double exchange mechanism was first app]ied to certain t.vpcs of

antiferromagnetic crystals by de Gennes 7 (19(30) who recognized that it led to

a polarization of the localized spins of the lattice by the spin of the mobile

carrier. In 1971, Nagaev 8 studied mobile ferromagnetic clusters induced by

carriers in semiconducting ant iferromagnets and introduced the terms "magnetic

polarons" and "ferrons." In the same year, SIot t and Davis 9 provided a clear

and concise discussion of the spin-polaron concept in different types of ma_;netic

semiconductors. Brinkman and lqice 1° studied the electronic band states in

doped magnetic insulators but they rejccted the idea of spin-polaron formation.

Nagacv in 1974 and again in 1992 has provided revicw articles 11 on his approach

to spin polarons. Extensive referenccs to other work in this area can be found in

the papers cited above.
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Evidence for spin polarons is not diffic_lt to find experimentally. For

example, Mort 12cites the work of Shapira et al. 13 who measured the temperature

dependence of the resistivity, p, of EuTe as a function of magnetic field. With no

magnetic field on the sample, p w_ very high at low T but decreased rapidly with

increasing T. With a field of 84 kOe on the sample, p (4 K) dropped more than two

orders of magnitude. The interpretation is that with the strong magnetic field on,

spin polarons with their high effective mass cannot form since the localized Eu

spins arc ferromagnetically aligned. Torrance et al. 14 suggested that the metal-

insulator transition in Eu-rich EuO is due to the formation of bound magnetic

polarons. They arg_led that above T_, the ferromagnetic ordering temperature

of the Eu spins, an electron associated with an O vacancy can polarize the

neighboring spins, thereby increasing its binding energy to the vacancy. Below

T¢ when the Eu spins are ferromagnetically aligned spin polarons cannot form

and the energy of the electron is raised to the point where it is no longer bound

to the vacancy and the material becomes metallic-like.

The formation of spin polarons is readily understood from Fig. la, which

shows a 1D array of AF-aligned, localized spins. These spins _e assumed to

occupy nondegenerate spatial orbitals. Let one additional ]'-spin electron be

added to this array at site 1. When this electron is at a l-spin site it can

occupy the 3d (x2-y 2) orbital to form a d 1° coilfiguration, but it cannot hop to

the neighboring T-spin site at 2 unless it goes into a highly excited state. Note

that the onsite coulomb repulsion term is the same for each site. Since it is

energetically unfavorable to go into the excited state, there is a strong tendency

for the electron to be localized at _-spin site 1. Itowever, if the energy to flip

an T-spin to a ,L-spin orientation (dashed arrow) is small, the electron may gain

more than enough delocalization enerKy (reduced kinetic energy) to compensate

for the spin-flip energy. Consequently, within some small region the spins of the
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ions may becorne F aligned with one another and AF aligned with the spin of the

added electron to form the spin polaron. The spin flip at 2 allows the electron to

spread over sites 1-3 in Fig. la. Two points should be emphasized here. First,

the interaction that produces the spin alignment is a kinetic energy effect and

is not directly related to may particular quantum mechanical exchange integral.

Secondly, with reference to Fig. 1a, complete initial AF alignment of the localized

spins is unnecessas'y for the formation of spin polarons since the tendencey for

alignment of the spins of the carrier and of the ions will persist even when the

localized spins are disordered.

(a) Formation Energy

Following ionic polaron theory, let us consider a 3D analogue of Fig. la and

express the kinetic energy associated with confinement of the carrier to a region

of radius R as rr2/21n*R 2, with m* the band effective mass. Within this region

there are (4a'/3)(1R/a*) 3 spins, where a* is the nearest neighbor distance in the

magnetic unit cell. Half of these spins must be reversed at a cost i,a energy of

JN per reversed spin. The gain in delocalization energy. _'d, is zI where z is the

coordination number and I is the hopping integral in a simple band calculation.

The total energy of the spin polaron is

E(R)- + (R/a* S.v- :S . (la)

The last term on the right does not depend on R because only a single electron is
,,.

involved. At. any one site the delocalization energy is w,."ighted by the probability

that the electron is there, but then a spatial integration over R must be made,

giving back z I. The ,'adius, 1R_,,of the polaron is found by minimizing £(R). If

the polaron is to form, C(Rp) must be negative. A rough estimate of the effective

mass of the spin polaron, m_,, can be obtained from an equation given by Mott

and Davis, 9'12 i.e., xn_,= m*exp (TRpla*) in which 7 ."z_1.
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The 2D analogue of Eq. (la) is

g'(R) - 7rb2 _ )22m*R 2 + 7r(R/a* JN - gd (lb)

in which Cd is the above-mentioned delocalization energy (corresponding to zI

in Eq. (la)); b is a numerical factor due to confinement of the carrier in two

dimensions. Space considerations preclude a discussion of Ca here, but estimates

indicate that it is _- 1-2 eV, large enough to cause the spin polarons to form.

To apply these _' .. to holes in the CuO2 planes we again consider a 1D

array, as in Fig. lb. This shows the same array as that in panel a, but with

doubly occupied O 2- ions (indicated by the short arrows) inserted between the

Cu sites. At the 03 site, the T-spin electron has been removed to form a hole.

For the hole. at 03 to move to O2, an T-spin electron at 02 must move to 03.

If no spin flip were to occur, itwould be necessary for the electron to go into

a highly excited state on the intervening Cu site already occupied by an ]'-spin

3d(x2-y 2) electron. However, "f a spin flip is allowed, thus forming a spin polaron,

the hole may spread over three sites, as indicated. Figure lc represents the same

effect in terms of atomic orbitals. If the Cu spin is reversed, the hole on O2 can

be shared with O1. The difficulty with the real case of the CuO2 planes is that

the overlapping of the O 2p orbitals on different sites greatly complicates the

situation.

It is important to note at this point that several groups, is particularly

recently, have studied an approach to magnetic polzu'ons which omits the spin-

flip mechanism just discussed. A simplified one- or two-band tight-binding

Hamiltonian containing a Hubbard U term that keeps T-spin electrons off l-

spin sites is introduced. Self-consistent cluster arm band calculations with equal

numbers of "1"-and ,L-spins lead to an AF ordering. Now a single additional

carrier is introduced and the spin-density distribution recomputed. The carrier
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plus the change in the spin-density at each site forms the magnetic polaron. This

approach has the advantage of giving a well-defined and relatively simple model

but it seems to miss the fundamental role that the spin-flip plays in polaron

formation.

(b) Pairing of Spin Polarons

The basic idea behind the spin-polaron pairing mechanism of Ref. 3 is

illustrated on Fig. 2, which shows schematic representations of the wave functions

of two electrons. The solid curve on panel (a) shows the wave function for an

electron before the spin reversal, while the dashed curves hold after the spin

reversals indicated by the dashed arrows. It can be understood from the form

of the wave functions how the kinetic energy of an added electron is reduced by]

reversing one of the localized spins. The reversal of more spins would reduce

the kinetic energy further but the increase in spin-reversal energy rapidly limits

the process. Let us assume each polaron has only one reversed spin associated

with it. Then two polarons may experience an attractive interaction if their

associated spin reversals re-establish an AF alignment. How this might come

about is illustrated in Fig. 2b where the polarons are arranged so that their

accompanying spin reversals are adjacent to one another. For this to happen, the

lowering of the energy produced by the indicated AF alignment (dashed arrows)

must be greater than any increase in kinetic and coulomb energy associated with

the alignment.

We turn now to a consideration of the corresponding effects in the Cu02

plane and consider the schematic diagrams of Fig. 3. It was shown in Ref. 3 that

a hole (dashed ellipse) on an O site will always tend to flip a spin, as indicated

in the first array. The flipped spin leads to a ferromagnetic "defect," denoted

by F, accompanying each hole. The energy E(F) of this defect corresponds to
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the second term on the right of Eq. (1), while E(Fh) corresponds roughly to the

other terms. Hence, the 1D-polaron energy is given here by

Wp(1D) = E(Fh) + E(F) . (2)

In array (b) it is seen that when the two holes are at a second nearest neighbor

(2nn) distance of one another in a singlet configuration, the ferromagnetic defects

accompanying the individual holes are eliminated or "healed" and the AF pairing

of the Cu spins regained. Neglecting any change in the coulomb repulsion energy

due to pairing, the 1D hole-pairing energy V(1D) is

V(1D) = 2[E(Fh)+ E(F)]- 2E(Fn)= 2E(F) . (3)

E(F) is related to the spin-wave exchange parameter J by E(F) = J/2 so that

V(1D) = g (4)

For a 2nn triplet alignment of the hole spins, array (c), there is no repair and

hence no pairing energy.

Similar considerations 3 hold in two dimensions. In this case, tlae energy for

an isolated polaron is given by

Wp(2D) = E(Fh) + 3E(F) (5)

and the energy of the interacting pair by 2[E(Fh) + 2E(F)], but the pairing

energy is again found to be V(2D) = 2E(F) = J.

(c) Formal Theories of Spin Polarons

Detailed consideration of formal theories of spin polarons is outside the scope

of this paper, but the analogy with small ionic polarons, suggested by some of

the above results, warrants a few remarks.
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Following work of Sewel118 on ionic polarons, the Hamiltonian for a system

consisting of all extra carrier added to an AF insulator con]posed of localized

spins is

H = Hc + H,,,ag + Hi,,, (6)

in an obvious notation. As with the phonon case, a ca_]onical transformation can

be carried out that eliminates the first term of Hi.t to first order and transforms

Hc to the Hamiltonian of a localized spin polaron. The transformed ttamiltonian

can be written as

= e Z ctcu + H,,,ag + Z cucvrI'uu(a; at) , (7)
u :_ tJ

where e, ct arid c now refer to the spin polarons instead of the bare carriers.

_,,,(a, a t) is a complicated function in which are elnbedded a number of effects

including the renonnalization of the magnetic excitations. From it can be

extracted terms that give a renormalized transfer integral, Iu,, which involves

a thermal average of the expectation values of products of spin-excitation

operators, i.e., a spin-spin correlation function. This correlation function will

presumably depend not only on tenlperature but also on the large fluctuations

inherent to a quasi-2D system and on the presence of the spin polarons which

tend to destroy the AF ordering. Thus the effect of the I_,,, is to increase the

effective mass of lhe spin polaron over the band effective mass (determined by

Ij,_,) and make it, temt)erature dependent.

A second approach to a formal theory, developed extensively by Nagaev, TM

involves a transformation to a "spin polaron" representation. It is assumed that

when an electron is located on a magnetic ion the intra-atomic exchange energy

is much greater than the width of the conduction band and both of these are

much greater than the exchange energy between the spins of the magnetic ions.

As a consequence, it is useful t,o transform to a representation in which the
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intra-atomic exchange part of the Hamiltonian is diagonalized to generate a

set of energies and eigenfunctions. A basis set for the expansion of the wave

function of the entire Hamiltonian is then constructed from products of these

eigenfunctions and spin eigenfunctions of the remaining magnetic ions of the

lattice. This approach, which is very complex and will not be discussed further

here, may serve as a useful starting point for a theory of spin polarons in the

high-To materiaJs.

III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE CuO2 PLANES

Many band and cluster calculations for the copper-oxide superconductors

have now been published. Most of them were carried out within the framework

of conventional (i.e., non-spin-polarized) band theory, usually employing a

local charge density approximation. A few spin-polarized calculations, almost

invariably with a local _ density approximation, have also appeared. These

and other calculations relating to the electronic structure of the high-To materials

have been reviewed by Pickett. 17 Unfortunately, the "first principles" spin-

polarized calculations give quite conflicting results about the observed AF

ordering within the Cu02 planes. Conventional band calculations fail because

they do not allow for strong onsite correlations at the Cu sites so that the bands

are doubly occupied, leaving one half-filled band in which the Fermi level falls.

Consequently, the CuO2 planes are metallic and do not have the AF ordering

that is observed. The few spin-polarized calculations that have appeared usually

work with a local spin density approximation without gradient corrections and

this evidently is inadequate. Of course, to do the band calculations correctly is

very difficult and challenging.

Here, calculations for a Cu02 plane using the type of approach introduced

by Slater is to study antiferromagnetism in 3d metals are discussed. In such
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calculations, the chemical unit cell (CUC) is doubled to form a magnetic cell

(MUC) which contains one magaletic ion with predominantly up spin and one

with predominantly down spin; correspondingly, the chemical Brillouin zone

(CBZ) is halved to form the MBZ. In the 3d metals considered by Slater, there

was a direct interaction between the up and down spin sites via an effective

exchange interaction. In our case, the magnetic ions interact only indirectly

through the intervening oxygen ions (superexchange) and the occurrence of up

and down spins on the same Cu site is made energetically unfavorable by the

introduction of a Hubbard U term. The effect is to modify the density of states

(DOS) that would be obtained from a conventional band calculation and, in

particular, to open a gap so that a material such as stoichiometric La2CuO4 is

changed from a metal to an insulator (or semiconductor).

The basis set for the calculations consists of the 3d(z _ - y2) orbital on the

two Cu atoms and the 2px and 2py orbitals on the four O atoms. With each

of these spatial orbitals goes both an up- and down-spin function to generate a

basis of twenty spin orbitals. However, since there are no spin-mixing terms in

the Hamiltonian, the a, and 3 functions do not mix and the matrix equation will

be 10xl0 for each spin orientation.

The Hamiltonian underlying the band calculations is

I t c.,.,, (8)tt=E + E v,,,,,<,c,,c,,,.
i,j,s ,o

8,0 !

Diagonal terms giving the energies of tile Cu 3d(z 2 -//2) mad the O 2pa and 297r

orbitals were retained from the first sum; these are _(a,a), _(o,o), and _(Tr,Tr),

respectively. Four off-diagonal terms, denoted by e(d,a'), e(a,a'), e(Tr,Tr'), and
=

e(a, 7r_) were also kept. The first of these is just the hopping integral between the

d orbital and the nearest neighbor O 2pa orbitals and results in hybridization of

the B1 symmetry (Ca_, point group) orbitals at the r point of the BZ. Finally,
_
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there is a Hubbard term that gives the repulsive energy when an a-spin electron

is located on a//-spin Cu site; since this is the olfly such term retained explicitly,

it is referred to simply as U.

The DOS obtained in a typical calculation is shown by the dashed curve on

Fig. 4. The M-H gap beginning at -,, 0.05 eV closes when U = 0 and density

is shifted toward the lower energy states. Since the a- and /J-spin bands are

completely degenerate, the Fermi level is located by filling each set of bands with

half the total number of electrons. The Fermi level then falls at the bottom of the

M-H gap making La2CuO4 a semiconductor, as observed; with U = 0 it would be

a metal. Also, with U = 0 there is no magnetic moment on the Cu ions, whereas

moments close to the value of (0.48 + 0.15)lib reported in Ref. 19 are found for

U _- 3-6 eV. The full curve in Fig. 4 shows the raw DOS data convoluted up to

the Fermi level, with a gaussian of 0.8 eV FWHM (the approximate resolution

of x-ray photoemission measm'ements). The shape and width of the total DOS

curves are in fairly satisfactory agreement with photoemission data _° and better

agreement with the width is readily obtained by small changes in the parameters,

while the structure can be shifted by choice of parameters describing the various

filled d-bands.

Dispersion curves for a typical calculation are shown on Fig. 5. Absolute

valence band maxima occur at the M/2 points with secondary maxima, -,, 0.5

eV lower, along the F- X direction. At the M/2 maxima the square of the wave

function is 0.12 3d(x2-y2). 0.59 O 2pa, and 0.29 O 2wr. These maxima are a

result of the assumed AF order. The Fermi surface to be expected from Fig. 5

is shown in Fig. 6. When U = 0 there is no gap and the top of the conduction

band at 1"is mapped directly from the M point in the CBZ so that the uppermost

valence band dispersion cm've would monotonically increase if extended through

M/2 to M. This is shown on the figure by the dashed curves.
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IV. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

The reduced pair Hamiltonian 21 is given by

Ured "- 2 _ ,,b_b_: .4- _ U( ;, kt)b_ b_: , (9)

I. _f.,

where V(_', k') is the pairing matrix element and the operators

create and destroy respectively singlet Cooper pairs. The er: are considered to

be given to a first approximation by the hole energies near the top of the valence

band, renormalized by the induced spin deviations, i.e., they are the single spin

polaron energies in the Bloch representation. H,-_d is commonly simplified by

making a Hactree-Fock-like approximation to reduce the product of four single-

particle creation and annihilation operators to a product of two. In this way, the
..'

gap parameter

_(k)-- _ V(k, k') < b_, >.-- _ V(k, k') < ct_"tct-_-'t >' (11)

is introduced, where <>s indicates an average over pair states in the

superconducting ground state. To calculate this average, the b's must be

determined by diagonalizing H_t_, so that a self-consistency requirement is

introduced. From general considerations, 22 the gap parameter must have even

parity in 1,_',i.e., A(-_,)= A(_.)for singlet pairing. V(_-,/_')is giver by

1:-')= f dT,d 2V( , (6)0" (12)

and we take

/ _. 1
_;,,_(r)= _ _--_eif"/_"dg(r*- 1_.) (13)
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/_, is a lattice vector in the magnetic lattice and _1_(_'- /_,) is some linear

combination of symmet,'ized basis functions. Substitution of Eq. (13) into

V(k, k') gives an expression which can be simplified using translational invariance

and by making the assumption that the overlap charge density of the orbit,'ds on

different sites is small compared to the site-diagonal value, i,e., 4_:(f'-h_,)_br,(_'-

/_,v)-_ 0 if R,, ¢/_,,. Then,

-. 1 ;(_-P).R_

14

/d_a_2V(_ _.2),_._(_,)_'__(_2h,,)6_.,_(7,)__.,_(_2- ./L)
(14)

Results like those in Sec. II, suggest that in 2D the singlet pairing potential is

sharply peaked when the two holes are at distances a° and x/_.ga* from each other.

Here we simplify by assuming that ii in Eq. (14) can run only over ions in the

lnn and 2nn unit cells of the origin. Also, /_, is taken to be a unit cell vector,

thus neglecting the difference in phase factors between the different sites within

a cell. Then, wit h _'= k- _",

1 n n 2nn

v(;-,;.')= (V_l.V)_ _'q_. + (V_IN)_ e"*a,, = v,(i:-,L:.')+ v_(;.,L:-'), (_s)
/J #

where

]q(k,k") = (2V,/N)[cosqza* + cosqya*] , (16a)

V_(k,k') = (41.'2/N)[cosq, a* • cosqya'] . (16b)

By expanding the cosine terms, retaining only the even parity components,

and projecting with functions that transform as the various irreducible

representations, four pairing potentials are obtained. Specifically,

1.'_'(_')= A(cos k,a* + cos kya*) --_Afl(k} A_ (17a)

l.'ld(_") = B(cos kza" - coskya*) = Bf2(k) B1 (17b)
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V_(k)- Sr_ sin k_a* sinkia* _ Srlf4(k) , B2 (17d)

where A, B, Cx_,and Szv areBZ summations. VI'and V_ transformlikeA:

(s-like)oftheC4v group,whileIqdand i,_dtrm:sformlike/Y,[d(x_ - y2)]and

B2 [d(z!l)], respectively. Hence, the even parity part of the potential of Eq. (15)

can be decomposed into four terms each of which is separable in/_ and _". Thus

4

v(i:-',_)= N-'_ f4,fo(f")f.(Q) , (lS)
n=l

with f', = ("2 = 1"1 and f_ = V, = 4I_. The integral equation for the gap

function 2° is

A(k) = _ I"(/_,k")A(_")2E(k,)tm_h (_E(_")/2) (19)

where fl = 1/ksT and

[( ) ]"E(X:')= _(k')-_ + (Q) . (20)

The chemical potential, _u,is usually taken to be the same as the Fermi energy,

eF, but this may not be a good approximation here because of the proximity of

eF to the band edge; this was found to have a significant effect only very near

the zone boundary.

Inserting Eq. (18)into Eq. (19) gives

1 - f,,(k')A(k') tanh(flE(k')/2) (_'21)

-_/o(_.)AO (22)
n

If A(k') were known, the S/llll over the BZ would give the numbers A°n so that

substituting Eq. (22) back into Eq. (21) and simplifying, results in the set of

equations

a,°,,[_,,,,,- z).,,,]= 0 ('>a)
iTI
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or

det[I- D] = 0 (24)

with

1 /,,(k)f,.(_') tanh(½_[(_(_:) - p)_ + (_t/l(g)A_)_] 1/_)

D""(A°) = _" Z _" o[(e(_.) _ tt)2 + (Zt ft(_')_)2] 1/2 "

(25)

This equation could be used to deternfine the A ° and Tc but the nonlinearities

from the summations over the A° can make this dimcult. One sees that "allof

the symmetry components of the gap may be coupled so that in general the gap

is not of a pure symmetry type. This is an important point to keep in mind in

view of the ongoing controversy in the literature about the symmetry of the gap,

states in the gap, etc.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The equations for A and Tc are still too complicated to solve readily.

Therefore, the), were further simplified along lines described elsewhere 3 but will

not be discussed here except to remark that a free electron approximation was

used to describe the hole pockets of Fig. 6.
.-,a

With these simplifications, the summation over k in Eq. (25) cma be converted

into an integral over _ (using _ = h_k_/2mp and p = 2m_rc/h 2) to get

O.,. - ¢,. f
Fn,,,(j, _)p(j, e)_anb(/3E(e)/2 )de

J 2E( ) , (26)

where j runs over the F and X points in the magnetic BZ and p(j,_)is

the corrcpsonding DOS. Since E(¢) of Eq. (20) still contains the _, further

simplifications may be required to solve the gap equation at T = 0 K. However,

because Tc is the temperature at which the gap goes to zero, it follows that all

but the largest of the A ° have already vanished before T is increased to To. Thus
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at To, Eq. (20) reduces to E(k") = e(k")- #. It should be noted that if F,,,, and

p in Eq. (26) were cor, stant in a certain range of e about ef, the elementary BCS

form of the gap equation would be recovered.

On Fig. 7 some of the early data 23 for To(x) in La2_xSrzCuO4 are shown

by the open circles (Tarascon et al.) and open triangles (Sharer et al.). The

fall-off in T¢(x) for x >_0.15 was initially attributed to the formation of oxygen

vacancies in material grown under low ambient 02 pressures. However, Torrance

et al.24established that annealing at -_100 bars of O2 for long periods suppressed

the formation of oxygen vacancies and increased the range of accessible hole

concentrations. Their data arc shown on Fig. 7 by the solid circles, while the

data of van Dover et al. 25 are given by the solid squares. These two sets, taken

under similar conditioas, provide T¢(x) values be.licved (except perhaps for the ,,

and. points at x = 0.2 and 0.3) to be uninfluenced by O-vacancy formation.

The dashed curve on Fig. 7 gives T¢(x) for a calculation in which an O 2wr

pocket at F begins to form shortly before O 2per- Cu 3d(x2-y 2) pockets _t the

M/2 points (see Fig. 6) and pairing goes via the \,'_ term in the M/2 pockets.

The energy off-set between the P and M/2 points was 0.17 eV. The band and

$

spin-polaron effective masses were m" = 1.5 and rnv = 3.6m* while V2 = 70 mcV.

The value of m* corresponds to p = 0.35 states/eV for each spin direction in a

magnetic unit cell. The role of the 0 2pzr pocket at the P point in this particular

calculation is to allow for the experimentMly observed fact that superconductivity

does not occur until x is greater than 0.06.

The dot-dashed cm've results from a calculation identical to the above

except that the O-9pTr pocket at F is not prcseat. This means that the

0.06 holes that do not contribute to superconductivity must be attributed to

some other origin such as localization by the random fields of the Sr atoms

or bv intrinsic properties of the spin polarons. \Vhatcver the mechanism, 0.06
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localized holes were simply added to the concentration given by the assumed

band structure. The reason this calculation does not give a good fit to the

experimental data is that the form factors in the V_ pairing potential cause

To(x) to peak too soon and fall off too quickly as a flmction of x when the F

pocket is no longer available for holes not directly involved in superconductivity.

The solid curve on Fig. 7 gives the results for a calculation in which the band

structure is the same as that for the immediately preceding case, i.e., no O 2pa"

pocket at F, but the pairing goes by way of the \r_ potential. Again holding the

effective masses fixed, the strength of the potential (i.e., VI) was varied to achieve

the fit to To(x) for V1 = 52 meV. This is an expected result since the V1 potential

should have a larger contribution fron'l repulsive coulomb (and kinetic energy)

term. This calculation achieves a good fit to the experimental data because the

smaller value of V1 and the slower fall off of the form factor relative to that for

the \,'_ potential allow a greater region of k-space to contribute to the pairing.

A calculation that complements this one keeps the parameters fixed but goes

back to the band structure of the first example, i.e., pockets at F and M/2. The

results are not shown on Fig. 7 but it is easy to understand from the foregoing

discussion that To(x) peaks at a larger value of x than is observed and then falls

off too slowly as x increases.

The calculations for YBa2Cu3Or_z parallel those for La2CuO4 but the

interpretation of the results is more complicated because the distribution of holes

between the CuO3 (chain) and CuO2 planes, especially in the well-known plateau

region, is not well established nor is the localization/mobility behavior of the

holes within these units known. The details of the calculations will not be given

here, but the results are quite similar to those for La2CuO4 as indicated in Fig. 8.

The gap at T = 0 I,_was calculated using rallies of the parameters that gave

good fits to the Tc(.r) data in both materials. Not unexpectedly, it was found
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that the ratio 2A(T = 0 K)/kBTc gave the weak coupling value of 3.52 within the

accuracy of the numerical solution of the equations for A and To. Next, m; was

allowed to be a function of T such that it doubled in going from Tc to 0 K. This

had a dramatic effect on 2A(T = 0 K)/kBTc raising it from 3.52 to 7.5 for LSCO

and to 5,6 for YBCO for those values of x that gave the maximum To. The gap

calculations indicate that the symmetry is either s-like or d-like (or some linear

combination) depending on whether V2 or Vl is larger. However, even if it is

s-like it may be highly anisotropic with near-zero lines in the kx = ky directions.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

A discussion of the concept of a spin polaron and crude estimates s of the

delocalization energy needed to form them indicated that O 2pa-Cu 3d(x_-y _)

polarons are likely to form in the CuO2 planes with the Cu 3d9 configuration.

Schematic considerations in 1- and 2-D suggested that a pa!ring mechanism exists

because in certain configurations partial healing of the AF alignment of Cu spins

can be realized. The pairing is thought to take place in k-space rather than real

space (which would lead to spin bipolarons) partly because this would seem to

lead to greater flexibility in obtaining the minimum energy configuration and

partly because several types of experiments indicate the presence of a BCS-like

gap. Parameterized A F band calculations were carried out in an effort to gain

insight into the effects of AF' order in the lattice and to study the way in which the

Cu 3d(x=-y=), O 2pa, and O 2pn" orbitals enter. The assumption being that even

when formation of spin polarons begins to destroy the long-range AF order, the

character of the electronic states will not change drastically because short-range

AF order continues to exist.

The gap equation was worked out under the assumption that the pairing

potential in real space is strongly peaked in the first and second neighbor cells
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from the reference cell, and with hole pockets in the CBZ at the P and M/2

points. Further simplifications, leading to a readily parameterized calculational

model were made. Numerical calculations led to good fits to the To(x) data in

La2_zSr,CuO4 using reasonable values of the parameters involved. A similar fit

for YBCO is complicated by carrier trapping in the chain plane, but by forcing

a fit, information about the role of carrier trapping was extracted in Ref. 3.

Calculation of the gap at T = 0 K gave results consistent with the weak-coupling

limit but did not allow us to distinguish between s and d pairing.

To conclude, let us turn to a question of particular interest to this Workshop,

i.e., whether the charge carriers are pol_ons (fermions) or bipolarons (bosons).

The most direct evidence that the carriers are fcrmions (at least in the normal

state) comes from the many experiments that indicate the presence of a well-

fined Fermi surface. Particularly significant are neutron scattering experiments

that probe the imaginary part of the spin susceptibility \(if, w). The results 26

show that there are spin-flip scattering processes occttrring in Lal.s6Sr0.14CuO4

for _w = '2_meV at both T = 35 I( and T = 4.5 K. However, the intensity at

4.5 I( is greatly reduced from that at 35 I(, consistent with the idea of a gap

forming when the sample goes superconducting and no gap above _, 35 K. If the

charge carriers were bosons, the energy transfer, hw, in the scattering process

would need to be at least great enough to overcome the bipolaron binding energy

even in the normal state. This is evidently not the case. The data are consistent

with the tranditional picture that \'(_,w) is associated with electron-hole pairs

formed by transitions from occupied to unoccupied band states near the Fernfi

surface.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of spin polaron formation (a) in an AF array of local

spins and (b) in a linear CuO array. If a Cu spin is reversed, as indicated

by the dashed arrows, an added carrier can decrease its kinetic energy by

becoming more delocalized. The dashed ellipse on (b) indicates the creation

of a hole by removing an electron on an oxygen site. In panel (c), the 1'-spin

electron in the 2pa orbital on O1 ca _ be shared with the Cu and O(2) sites

if the Cu spin is reversed from T to _.

Fig. 2. On the left of panel (a) wave functions of an added T-spin electron before

(solid curve) and after (dashed curve) spin-polaron formation are illustrated.

The second dashed curve to the right shows a l-spin polaron. In panel (b)

the spin polarons are allowed to interact. Pairing will occur if the energy

associated with the recovery of the AF alignment is sufficient to overcome any

increase in Coulomb repulsion energy relative to the unpaired configuration.

Fig. 3. Schematic of 1D pairing configurations. Panel (a) shows two well separated

holes and the induced Cu spin deviations, (b) two holes forming a singlet

at 2nn separation, (c) triplet pairing at 2nn, F(AF) stands for ferromagnetic

(antiferromagnetic) coupling with no hole on the bridging O 2- ion, Fh stands

for F-coupling with a hole on the O2- ion.

Fig. 4. Total density of states in a CuO2 plmae. The solid curve gives the DOS in the

occupied 3IH valence band convoluted with a Gaussian of 0.8 eV F\VHM.

Fig. 5. Typical dispersion curves from the AF band calculations. The M-H gap at

M/2 is -_ 1.5 eV for U = 4 eV. The dashed curves show the results for U = 0.

There is no gap and the material is a metal, as found in more conventional

band calculations.
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Fig. 6. Fermi surface for doped CuO2 planes. Approximately half-elliptical hole

pockets form at the M/2 points. The dashed circular pocket about F comes

from the O 2pzr band and may or may not occur.

Fig. 7. To(x) for La__zSrxCuO4. The experinaental data are from the following

sources: o - Tarascon et al., Ref. 23; V - Sharer et al., Ref. 23; =- van

Dover et al., Ref. 25; • - Torrance et al., Ref. 24. The dashed curve gives the

calculated results for the case of pockets at P and M/2 and pairing through

the V_ potential while the dot-dashed curve is for the same potential but

with no F pocket. The solid curve is for the case of no O 2prr pocket at F

and pairing in the M/2 pockets by the V_ potential.

Fig. 8. Calculated Tc(Zp) for La2_xSrzCuO4 and YBa2Cu3OT_z. The dashed curves

are for the case of an O 2p,'r pocket at F and 0 2pa-Cu 3d(x2-y 2) pockets at

lkl/2 with pairing in the latter via the V_ potential. The solid curve is for no

F pocket and pairing in _I/2 by the Vd potential.i
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